
FRESH
START

WEDNESDAY



SOUND CHART 4 MINUTE TASK
• https://youtu.be/JHnO52Q

CYeE

• Can you say the sounds at 

speed today? 

TASK

• Think of one phoneme(box) 

on the chart .

• Without looking at the

chart how many ways is

there to make that sound?

• Can you give an example of 

any words using each 

grapheme?

• Check your answers with 

the chart.

https://youtu.be/JHnO52QCYeE


FINGER SPELLING  3  MINUTE TASK 



Before you start check your Green Words 5 minute task

Can you fred talk and then say the words. Go over them at least 

twice. Make sure you practise any that are tricky.



RED WORDS 3 MINUTE TASK.
CAN YOU READ THEM ?
CAN YOU SEE THE GROTTY
GRAPHEME?(SOUND THAT DOESN’T DO 
WHAT IT SHOULD)
CAN YOU LOOK,SAY,COVER,WRITE, CHECK 
THEM?
HTTPS://YOUTU.BE/ZPCOL9QG3RM

are call love of one there many

https://youtu.be/ZpCol9qg3RM


OUR MODULE THIS WEEK
SOUNDS TO LOOK OUT FOR



We are going to reread the story .

We are learning to read  for understanding today.

Take your time to read the text accurately today. After each paragraph stop and make sure you

understand what is happening.Go back and reread if you are unsure.

Ask for help if you get stuck on any.

Remember to Fred talk the sounds and then blend together.



15 MINUTE TASK –
READ THE STORY









Can you write a sentence using the word slouch?

Not sure what it means? Look it up in a

dictionary , online or ask somebody



Can you find 6 errors in the text  above?

There are 4 sentences . 3 missing capital letters,2 missing full stops and 1 spelling mistake.



His mum Sandra is a hairdresser . His dad Ted is

a kitchen fitter.David is a lad who loves football.

He is always kicking or bouncing a ball



FINISHING TASK
HOW FAST CAN YOU READ THE SPEED WORDS? PRACTISE FOR 

5 MINUTES UNTIL YOU CAN READ THEM ALL ACCURATELY AND 

AT SPEED .


